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Abstract 

The teacher is germane in the process of education and his actions and 
methods determine progress in all aspects of the education process.  In his bid 
to convey learning he is at times successful but often fails. To accomplish his 
task of teaching, his personality comes into play. He also exhibits his 
professional etiquette and competence. This competence, which is relatively 
stable in changing situations, is manifested in good command of his subject 
matter, his use of materials, methods, techniques and his ability to evaluate the 
learners effectively. Science is a universal subject which adopts empirical 
methods because it studies nature.  The science teacher by his competence and 
personality can hold the interests of students in the study of science. The 
nature, method, importance, benefits and facilities in the study of science are 
also contributory factors in sustaining students’ interests in the study of 
science. This paper examines how teacher competence influences students’ 
interests in the study of science.  

 
 
The teacher is a pivotal element in the education process.  The teacher by his 

training and exposure determines progress in all the facets of education in schools. 
Fafunwa, (1982) likens the African teacher of today to a farmer who with antiquated 
hoes or other crude instruments available to him cultivates his farm.  He is successful at 
times but more often fails, because he uses the available materials in teaching what he 
knows. The above statements show that the teacher is germane and highly indispensable 
in the operations of the curriculum.   In the course of his work he brings his personality 
and competence to bear on his job as a teacher, failure which success becomes null and 
void. 
 

Competence is based on the knowledge of the subject matter and the abilities of 
the teacher to understand the learner teach and inspire the learner, using the needed 
materials and adopting effective evaluation techniques.  Competences therefore refer to 
the skills the teacher brings to the teaching situation with a view to arouse the interest of 
the learner to learn effectively.  He has to arouse and hold the interest of the learner or 
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his traditional role as a conveyor of knowledge will fail.  This is because holding the 
learner’s interest is a basic issue in the teaching and learning process, especially in the 
field of science. 

 
Science is a systematic study of nature (Adesoji, 1976), and a means of 

acquiring knowledge by observation and experimentation.  This modern era, the era of 
globalization is an era in which the world has become a global village, the importance 
of science is no more in doubt.  So, the study of science deserves special attention.  
Therefore, the governments (tiers of government), school authorities and teachers 
should galvanize everything at their disposal to ensure that students are channeled to the 
study of science.  Science constitutes a vital factor in the development and maintenance 
of production and is a powerful tool in national reconstruction and development (Anih, 
2003). This paper, will address issues as teachers’ personalities and competences 
relevant to arousing, elevating and holding students’ interest in the study of the 
sciences.  His personality will give credence to his competence.  The nature and 
importance of science will also be visited. 
 
Teacher’s Personality and Competences 

The teacher in his traditional role as a conveyor of learning (Scobey 1971), 
should possess a good personality. He should be one vast in the pursuit of self-
knowledge and hold himself in high esteem.  The teacher as a critical component in the 
education process should exhibit attitudes that will facilitate thinking, feeling, sensing 
and intuitive functioning of the learners (Anih, 2000).  He should be mentally healthy 
and alert.  The teacher should be one whose uniqueness, personality and relationships 
stand as tools for the attainment of his educational goals. The teacher’s quality should 
incorporate open mindedness in his perception of himself, academic and social 
environment while also identifying with people. He should feel adequate, and exhibit 
qualities of being liked, wanted, successful and of dignity, worth and integrity (Anih, 
1991). 
 

A teacher’s personality should project some measure of ambition in his pursuit, 
courage, enthusiasm and self confidence.   He should be satisfied with self, cheerful, 
show a sense of humor, be sympathetic and cooperative in his dealings with colleagues, 
school administration and the learners.  Courage and enthusiasm will encourage the 
explorative potential of the science-teacher and make him exhibit his competences in 
teaching science to his students.  The students whose teacher is explorative will be 
motivated to explore; and this is one quality of generating interest. 

 
For a teacher to operate effectively, he should be a professional (Nwaogu, 

1985), resourceful, judicious in his exercise of authority and outstanding in 
performance. A teacher’s positive personal qualities or attributes should be intricately 
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woven with his professional qualities which are manifest in the competences he wields 
and exhibits in the classroom.  Hornby, (2001) defined profession as a type of job that 
needs special training or skill especially one needing high level of education.  He also 
defines competence as the ability to do something well and among other meanings “a 
skill that you need in a particular job or for a particular task.   So a professional teacher 
through his training and experiences manifest competences that will aid his expertise in 
teaching.  Enem (2001) defined competence as “the set of knowledge, abilities and 
belief which a teacher possesses and brings to the teaching situation”. This competence 
is relatively stable as there is no appreciable change in it as the teacher moves from one 
situation to another. So competences are manifest in the personality and professional 
attitudes and skills the teacher displays in carrying out his professional assignment. So 
the teacher’s, competences are those attributes that make him put some permanent 
changes and interests in his pupils as he teaches them in the classroom. 
 

Kenny in Enem, (2001) in describing a competent or an effective teacher 
combined both the teacher’s personality traits and his professional qualities summed up 
in maintaining a conducive classroom climate, planning co-operatively with the 
children, developing leadership qualities in the children, providing opportunities for 
critical thinking, wide participation, and develop social, psychological and biological 
desirable attitudes.  When one considers the various views held by scholars on the 
competences necessary for effective teaching in the classroom, one will wonder at the 
varying nature of the variables being outlined in their definitions.  This paper will 
however enumerate some of the variables that are common among the definitions or 
views held by educationists are:    
(a) Maintenance of a good classroom atmosphere 
(b) Guiding the learning of pupils 
(c) Knowledge of subject matter 
(d) Instructional delivery approach 
(e) Interest in students progress 
(f) Makeing rational judgments, and taking appropriate action 
(g) Formulating objectives in behavioral terms 
(h) Guiding teaching according to objectives set 
(i) Using a wide variety of instructional materials 
(j) Motivating the students 
(k) Ability to work effectively with  students and disciplining his pupils 
(l) Being positively geared to teaching and evaluating effectively students’ activities. 

From the ones enumerated above it will be observed that: 
i. Maintaining a good classroom atmosphere 
ii. Knowledge of subject matter 
iii. Formulating behavioral instruction objectives, teaching according to the 

objectives using wide variety of instructional material and 
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iv. Effective evaluation are issues that are tied to teachers competences which are 
relatively stable and which if correctly applied in the teaching of science will 
ignite and hold students interest in the study of science. 

 
In discussing one of these factors like “Maintaining a good classroom 

atmosphere” one will observe that a teacher versatile in maintaining a conducive 
classroom atmosphere is competent and effective and can efficiently hold the interest of 
the students in his areas of specialization. Within this factor of maintaining conducive 
classroom atmosphere, the teacher exhibits skills in the organization and presentation of 
lessons in such a way as to ensure active participation of all the pupils in learning.  To 
ensure that an effective classroom atmosphere is maintained, he analyzes the different 
phases of a lesson, selects and delivers appropriate materials, hence reducing the 
sources of friction and generating interest in students. 
 

So a competent teacher and one who generates interest in the learner should 
possess a good personality (which motivates students), possess efficient knowledge of 
his subject matter, write his lesson notes as a professional in which case incorporating 
behavioral objectives, instructional techniques and adopting materials and methods that 
will enhance his effective maintenance of a good classroom environment. 
 
Science: Meaning and Importance 

Science is the search for a fuller understanding of the phenomena around us 
(UNESCO;1975).  It gives insight and understanding into the physical aspects of our 
environment, ie it observes happenings.  By observing and experimenting on the 
phenomena the scientist gathers his facts (knowledge through which he formulates 
concepts, laws and theories).  The findings so made or knowledge accumulated he 
organizes under general truths and principles. 
 

These organized facts are subjected to further empirical actions to yield more 
knowledge which the scientists keep accumulating.  So, science involves a continuous 
accumulation of empirical facts and can be described as cumulative tradition of 
knowledge. According to Awake (2002:8) “The purpose of science is to describe 
phenomena in the natural world and to assist in answering how these phenomena 
occur”.  Science achieves its purpose through the following explained steps: 

 
1. Definition of Problem:   The scientist picks a phenomena in space which can be 

described as a problem.  He structures this problem into a testable topic.  He 
therefore explores avenues to solve the problems. 
 

2. Formulation of Hypotheses and Research Questions: Based on the problem 
discovered he formulates some question with a view to determining solutions to the 
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problem.  He also makes some guesses as to how to solve the problem.  These 
guesses which are tentative he calls hypotheses. 
 

3. Collection of Data:   He gathers information based on the research questions and 
hypotheses.  The scientist gathers the information using questionnaires, observation, 
interviews or real empirical or experimental methods of study. In pure science he 
may have to work in the laboratory or observe the happening in its natural setting in 
the environment.  In doing the above he gathers information for the solution of his 
envisaged problem. 
 

4. Testing of Hypotheses:  He answers the research questions and tests his hypotheses 
using the data collected. From the analyses, he develops findings in the form of 
laws, theories or concepts that may help provide solutions to the problem initial 
discovered in the environment. 
 

5. Interpretation and Conclusion:  His interpretation of the data yields the finding 
mentioned above.   Hence he can now make recommendations to solve the problem 
observed.  

 
If these steps are followed judiciously, students’ interests are aroused in the 

study of science. A teacher who holds the needed competences can ignite and hold the 
students’ interests in the study of his subject in the science discipline. 

Science is important because it aids technological and industrial productions in 
various forms and dimensions.  Science touches on every aspect of our life with a view 
to verifying, improving, aiding and developing life.  The importance of science in our 
world is too numerous to enumerate in a paper of this nature. The study of science trains 
one to adopt painstaking approaches to life and helps develop self confidence, so that 
assignments are performed efficiently and creditably.  The study of science aids in the 
production of rational minds, those who can think critically and who can adopt 
methodical approaches to the solutions of problems.  Hence, science shows cause and 
effect relationship, it builds in the learners the attitudes that liberate them from 
superstition and fears. 
 

The nature, methods and importance of science provide features of interest to 
the teacher and where he brings his competences to bear on these features he stimulates 
the interest of students in the study of science.   This paper has discussed science under 
a broad base but subject areas like, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Agriculture, and 
Integrated science have their individual curricula with objectives, knowledge and 
evaluation procedures.  The teachers in these disciplines were taught in different 
departments during their training years.  Yet, the courses have a common base line - that 
is science. Science is universal and so close to the life of every learner.  Teachers should 
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therefore adopt universal methods in the teaching of Science by adopting first hand 
material from the environment for the teaching of science.  So, to equip children to 
tackle the problems arising from application of science to everyday lives, such teaching 
should be broadly based (UNESCO, 1975).  If the unity in science is to be emphasized 
and maintained, the teacher, to initiate and sustain the interest of the learners should 
adopt the practical and experimental nature of science.                                                                     
 
Interest: Meaning  Interest could mean enthusiasm, excitement, a feeling exhibited 
when you want to know or learn more about something, attracting of attention to know 
more, an advantage for something and connection to something which one will benefit 
from (Hornby, 2001).  In the youths, interest could be associated with curiosity 
(wanting to know more). 

The teacher by his good personality can arouse the interest and curiosity in 
children.  This can be achieved through the teacher’s competence in handling his vast 
knowledge of subject matter, and in delivering his lessons through effective use of 
lesson notes, and in conducive classroom atmosphere.  The above among his other 
competences are sources of interest to the learning of science. 
 
Considerations                

 Science is universal; its teaching adopts observation and experimentation 
methods, in which case there is no course in science that the teacher does not adopt a 
practical approach in its teaching. In most cases, the various disciplines making up the 
body of science have laboratories. The approaches and laboratories are sources of 
interest to students.  These two aspects arouse their curiosity and aid their explorative 
potentials. The teacher who has a good personality becomes an outstanding role model 
to the students. A science teacher with such positive traits will arouse the interest of the 
children in the study of science. If the teacher is resourceful and this quality is manifest 
in his delivery of lesson using behavioral objectives and he effectively and efficiently 
uses instructional materials and improvises from the environment where necessary, 
curiosity and enthusiasm are generated in the students. Interest is also aroused when he 
is a good motivator in his area of science, disciplines effectively, positively guides 
students’ interests and evaluates their work honestly. 

  
The benefit accruing from the study and use of science are also sources of 

interest to the students. A competent teacher should use games, simulations, projects 
and learning by discovery methods.  Science teachers should organize science clubs, 
hence clubs, help learners to carryout personal science activities and investigation while 
being guided and supervised by the science teachers.  Field works, which adopt the 
steps in determining solution to problems (Scientific methods), should be constantly 
undertaken by the teachers and the students.  These will make pupils derive utmost 
benefits and have sustained interest in science. 
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Conclusion  
An effective or competent science teacher by the nature of his subject, the 

facilities for its teaching and the positive methods he consistently adopts will 
significantly arouse, hold and sustain the interest of the students. A science teacher with 
competences in his area of specialization can arouse and hold the interest of his 
students. 
 
Recommendation  

Science teachers should improve their teaching through the use of the scientific 
methods which arouse and sustain students’ interests. 
The teachers should show enthusiasm in the teaching of science. 

Science teachers should use relevant textbooks and materials which can easily 
be seen in the environment and in this way the students will be aroused to explore. 
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